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With the growth of enthusiasm for the adoption of wearable technology in everyday life, the museum world has also become
interested in understanding whether and how to employ smart glasses to engage visitors with new interpretative experiences.
The growing interest in wearable technology encourages experimentation with smart glasses, as this trend is going to influence
digital media interpretation for museums in the near future. To explore the use of smart glasses in the museum, a Glassware
prototype was designed and tested through a field experiment that took place at the Robotics Gallery at the MIT Museum. Dur-
ing the experiment, I observed and then interviewed participants. Finally, I analysed the data following a qualitative research
approach. The findings of this study have to be seen as an initial contribution to the design of latest generation of smart glass
apps, providing reflections for further studies and projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION 14

The Google Glass is amongst the main technological novelties of the last two years and, at the same 15
time, one of the most controversial. According to Google Glass analysts, the delay of its arrival on the 16
commercial market created uncertainty about the possible large adoption of this particular wearable 17
technology [Wohlsen 2014a; 2014b]. Whether or not the actual Google Glass wearable device will be 18
on people’s faces in the near future, it is undeniable that there is great attention upon, and growing 19
interest in, the adoption of wearable technology such as smart glasses [Wasik 2013; Hammersley 2014]. 20
Museums are not excluded from this debate [Stimler and Stein 2014; Gallagher 2015; May 2015; NMC 21
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Horizon Report 2015 Museum Edition]. In the recent report published by the Center for the Future of22
Museums, Trendswatch 2015 [Merrit 2015], wearable technologies such as smart glasses are described23
as a “logical extension of BYOD” (Bringing Your Own Device), which can offer curators and educators24
new opportunities for museum interpretation that are not offered by hand-held technology.25

As a result wearable devices such as Google Glass are worthy of being an object of research within26
museums in order to better understand their potential and limits. The aim of this article is to explore27
the use of smart glasses1 in the museum context in order to provide insights into opportunities to28
consider when designing for smart glasses as part of the everyday museum experience.29

Based on these premises, I conducted a research through design investigation [Stapper 2007; Find-Q230
eli et al. 2008] where an artifact (e.g., a prototype) played a crucial role in building new knowledge31
[Chamberlain et al. 2007; Joep 2007]. I opted for a field research experiment based on qualitativeQ332
analysis of the visitor experience [Richards 2009], resulting from the observation and interview of vis-33
itors who had tested a Glassware2 working prototype for the MIT Museum Robotics Gallery. Taking a34
button-up approach helped me to consider what really matters to visitors, beyond pure functionality35
[Hassenzahl et al. 2010]. The findings which emerged are presented here and then compared with36
existing literature that draws from the theoretical background of technology for mobile learning in37
cultural heritage settings, wearable technology, and Augmented Reality (AR).38

This article provides insights for the design of smart glasses for cultural heritage settings by pre-39
senting and discussing findings gleaned from the exploration through the observation – and following40
interviews – of people who used the Glassware prototype during the experiment. This research can be41
beneficial for museum practitioners, designers, and developers because it (a) contributes to a better42
understanding of the aspects and experiences that a new technology such a smart glasses might en-43
gender for people visiting a museum [Koskinen et al. 2011] and (b) links to significant literature in the44
field of Wearable Computing, in particular smart glasses and Augmented Reality for cultural heritage.45

2. WEARABLE COMPUTING AND SMART GLASSES46

Wearable computing refers to any electronics that can be worn or even implanted in the body. The47
sophistication and miniaturization of technology have produced small and powerful computers which48
favour the creation of new technology that permits many different features in a relatively limited size49
of device [Lucero et. al 2013]. There are different types of wearable technology available to the public50
[Sung 2015]: wrist bands, smartwatches, smart clothing, smart jewellery, and head-mounted displays.51
Future scenarios may see wearables even residing inside our body, thanks to (or because of) the next52
big frontier of implantable wearables [Schumacher 2014; de’ Medici 2015].53

Wearable technology in general is gaining momentum. According to predictions, the wearable tech-54
nology market – including smart glasses – will exponentially increase in the next five years [Pedersen55
2013; Chauhan et al. 2014]. As result, wearable technology will be more and more present in museum56
settings as confirmed by digital media trends for the next few years [Merrit 2015]. The possible adop-57
tion of wearable technology opens up a new conundrum for museums and digital heritage on how to58
engage visitors through new interactions and experiences. In particular, interactive glass devices have59
recently generated growing interest, and the museum world is paying great attention to the use of60
smart glasses in museums for enhancing the visitor experience [NMC Horizon Report 2015 Museum61
Edition].62

1In this article the terms smart glasses, see-through head-mounted displays, interactive glass devices are used interchangeably.
2Google defines Glassware as “apps and services designed especially for Glass, built with Glass design principles” (https://
developers.google.com/glass/). Generally speaking, the Glassware is the equivalent of an app for a smartphone.
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Fig. 1. Chios Kore in CHESS – Augmented Reality Stories at Acropolis Museum. Credit: http://www.chessexperience.eu, Copy-
right c© 2011-2016, the CHESS Consortium.

In this article, I focus on Google Glass (as an optical headset that is worn like a pair of eyeglasses) 63
and particular attention is paid to the concept of Augmented Reality (AR). AR is a particular form of 64
mixed reality [Milgram and Kishino 1994; Ohta and Tamura 1999] that aims to enhance user’s expe- 65
rience through the three-dimensional integration of digital information with the physical context in 66
real time [Rattanarungrot and White 2014; Van Krevelen and Poelman 2010; Kiyokawa 2012]. Azuma 67
[1997] defined three underlying characteristics of any AR application: (1) combining the real and the 68
virtual; (2) being interactive in real time; and (3) being registered in 3D. Researchers have already 69
investigated the potential of integrating AR in mobile multimedia for museums (Figure 1), showing 70
that “Augmented Reality visualizations can provide extremely meaningful insights when applied in 71
archaeological or historical parks or museums” [Damala et al. 2007]. Several studies on AR with mu- 72
seums have described the potential benefits of this form of interpretation in cultural heritage, in terms 73
of: technical challenges [Boyer and Marcus 2011; Van Krevelen and Poelman 2010; Rattanarungrot 74
et al. 2014]; interaction techniques [Keil et al. 2013]; visitor engagement [Barry et al. 2012; Tillon 75
et al. 2011; Keil et al. 2014]; personalization of the museum visit [Damala and Stojanovic 2012; Rat- 76
tanarungrot and White 2014]; tools to enable the artists to “augment” their painting with dynamic 77
content [Lu et al. 2014]; assessment underlining the contribution of AR in museum interpretation and 78
its educational implications [Tillon et al. 2010]; and the opportunity to bridge the gap between the 79
digital and the physical [Damala et al. 2008]. 80

This body of research has recently started to inform studies that adopt optical see-through head- 81
mounted displays. For example, ARtSENSE is a research project that used AR see-through glasses inQ4 82
a cultural heritage context, studying a kind of interpretative system that combined visual, audio, and 83
physiological sensors to create a personalized experience where visitors could receive tailored content 84
[Damala et al. 2012]. 85

However, in particular for the Google Glass, there are very few academic research papers that have 86
explored the potential of this device in cultural heritage settings. Further research is required. The 87
Manchester Metropolitan University has recently conducted a study on Google Glass to explore how 88
“visitors will benefit from augmented information while looking at museum artefacts” [Leue et al. 89
2015] by adopting the General Learning Outcomes (GLO) framework [Hooper-Greenhill et al. 2003] to 90
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examine the impact of this hands-up device on learning experiences within an art gallery. The results91
indicate how Google Glass can offer interesting opportunities to facilitate the learning experience.92

The commercialization of this technology and the consequent drop in its price has opened up the93
possibility of experimentation beyond specialised research centers (especially located within universi-94
ties), offering the possibility for museums to carry out pilot projects, develop smart glass applications,95
and test them in-house with their visitors. As result, cultural institutions have recently started ex-96
perimenting with smart glasses and explorations with Google Glass have been conducted, outside the97
academic context, directly by cultural institutions. Even if they are not documented by academic and98
research-oriented publications, I consider it appropriate to mention these pilot projects, especially con-99
sidering the scarcity of material available at this moment.100

In November 2013, the Museo Egizio in Turin presented the pilot project Googleglass4lis,3 a solution101
that allowed deaf people to have access during their entire museum experience through the use of102
Google Glass [Museo Egizio 2013]. In June 2014, the Bard Graduate Center Gallery in New York103
City launched its Google Glass Exhibition Interpretation Pilot Project to experiment with new ways104
of enhancing visitor engagement by developing an app that used image recognition technology [BGC105
Google Glass Team 2014; BGC 2014]. In December 2014, the Imperial War Museum, London [Willshaw106
2014] held an experiment to see how the First World War Galleries could be enhanced with the use107
of Google Glass.4 They used Google Glass devices jointly with iBeacon sensors, which are Bluetooth108
sensors that can interact with a device (e.g., iPhone, iPad, and Google Glass) by delivering different109
information according to the distance of the device from the sensor [Newman 2014]. I was invited to110
this experiment as a participant. During the test, when I approached a particular object on display111
– in which was placed the iBeacon transmitter – the sensor detected my location and sent relevant112
information – usually in the form of video – to the Google Glass I was wearing. Everything happened113
automatically without the need to trigger any command. Also the de Young Museum in San Francisco,114
in 2014, developed a project that adopts an interpretative strategy, offering the visitor a contextual115
information experience based on the integration of Google Glass and iBeacon.5116

The experiment I present in this article it is a contribution to the body of research into this new type117
of interpretative digital media in the cultural heritage sector. The lack of studies on the new generation118
of smart devices such as Google Glass suggests undertaking an exploratory research approach in order119
to understand more about it. The main purpose is to contribute the groundwork that will lead to future120
projects; and, at the same time, to create links to extant literature in the field. For this reason, the121
intent of the experiment was to provoke thought, and consisted of using the MIT Museum Glassware122
prototypes to produce reactions in the visitor. The main objective was not to gather information to123
specifically refine the usability of the MIT Museum Glassware prototype created for the experiment;124
instead, it was an occasion to explore visitor experiences in order to collect experiential perspectives125
useful for informing future designs of glasses as interpretative devices.126

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY127

To explore the use of smart glasses in the museum setting, we designed and implemented a functional128
Glassware prototype and tested it through field experiments, during which twelve visitors interacted129
with the prototype. The context of the field experiments was the Robotics Gallery at the MIT Museum,130

3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVdquY-XF9s.
4The IWM teamed up with a company based in France – Guidigo, an approved app provider for Google Glass https://www.
guidigo.com/ – to make a tour of the First World War Galleries at IWM London with Google Glass.
5“GuidiGO new storytelling platform enhances Keith Haring exhibition at the de Young Museum through Google Glass”: http://
blog.guidigo.com/blog/guidigo-new-storytelling-platform-enhances-keith-haring-exhibition-at-the-de-young-museum-through-
google-glass.
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Fig. 2. The Robotics Gallery at the MIT Museum. Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

Fig. 3. A participant during the experiment session. Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

which is a permanent exhibition about Artificial Intelligence research at MIT (Figure 2). I also con- 131
ducted participant observations during each experiment (Figure 3). Then, I analysed the qualitative 132
data gathered through open interviews. 133

The data gathered through the interviews were analysed through thematic coding, following a qual- 134
itative research methodology [Richards 2009]. Adams et al. [2008] explain how a qualitative approach 135
can “deliver the research results that Human Computer Interaction needs”: for example, to better 136
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design new technology based on user needs instead of functionality alone. According to the authors,137
“with qualitative research, the emphasis is not on measuring and producing numbers but instead on138
understanding the qualities of a particular technology and how people use it [. . .], how they think about139
it and how they feel about it” [Adams et al. 2008]. For this reason, this article does not provide quan-140
titative information. The discussion that follows in this article presents findings emerging from the141
qualitative research carried out with the aim of bringing insights and reflections to inform the design142
of smart-glass-enhanced visitor experience.143

3.1 Procedure144

In a partnership sponsored by the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program6 at MIT, I collab-145
orated with an MIT undergraduate student and the MIT Museum Studio to conduct an exploration of146
the Glassware prototype.7 The Glassware was implemented using the Glass Development Kit – GDK147
[Google 2015a] an add-on to the Android SDK that allows the building of apps (namely, Glasswares)148
that run directly on the Google Glass.8149

The team was constituted by an MIT student (computer scientist) who worked in close collaboration150
with myself (digital media designer) and the director of the technology at the MIT Museum; and two151
MIT Museum curators who offered support and provided the content for the Glassware. In the con-152
ceptual phase the underlying concept of the information structure of the Glassware emerged, which153
is articulated in four sections (see below). In developing this concept, we considered the MIT Museum154
audience and their needs (consulting both the recent MIT Museum “Five-year strategic plan” and the155
suggestions coming from the experience of the director of the technology and the two curators, gained156
in more than ten-years of work at the MIT Museum). We were also guided by the type of visitor’s157
behavior that Raptis et al. [2005], referring back to Levasseur and Veron [1989], described throughQ5158
four metaphors, based on path and movement: fish (“visitors who move most of the times in the centre159
of the room without looking at exhibit’s details”), ant (“visitors who follow a specific path and spend160
a lot of time observing almost all the exhibits”), butterfly (“visitors, who don’t follow a specific path,161
are guided by the physical orientation of the exhibits and stop frequently examining their details”),162
and grasshopper (“visitors whose visit contains specific pre-selected exhibits, and spend a lot of time163
observing them”). These visitor characteristics were considered during the conceptual phase and, in164
certain ways, influenced the four guide sections described below. This was in order to cover, with our165
prototype, different kind of visitor attitudes, and thus be of benefit of the exploration and the resulting166
findings. The information structure of the MIT Museum Glassware prototype is constituted in four167
sections: Overview, On Display, QR code, and Start a Tour (Figure 4). In any section, the visitor can168
access different types of interpretative content and, therefore, try out different kinds of experiences169
(Figure 5).170

The “Overview” consisted of a one-minute video in which the curator introduces the four sections into171
which the Robotics Gallery is organized: Socializing, Moving, Sensing, and Learning. The “On Display”172
section had a more articulated information architecture, consisting of two layers of information. The173
former presented the pictures and names of the three robots involved in the experiment. The latter174
showed more specific information associated with each of the three robots. We used several media to175
present different kind of contents – from video and pictures to text and audio. The “QR code” function176

6http://web.mit.edu/urop.
7The design team with which I collaborated was constituted of: Prof. John Durant – Science, Technology, and Society Program
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and director of the MIT Museum; Allan Doyle – Director of Technology at the MIT
Museum and Co-director of the MIT Museum Studio; and Chun Kit Chan – exchange student in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science Department at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
8Readers can find further information about technical future in Muensterer et al. [2014] and Rhodes and Allen [2014].
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Fig. 4. The opening card (home page) of the MIT Museum Glassware prototype. The visitor can scroll up and down to select
one of the four sections: Overview, On Display, QR code, and Start a Tour. Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

Fig. 5. The MIT Glassware interface map (in “blue” are indicate the gestures, see also Figure 6). Credit: Marco Mason.
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Fig. 6. Google Glass gestures: (from the left) “Tap”, “Swipe forward and back”, and “Swipe down.” Credit: Source of original
images: https://support.google.com/glass/answer/3064184?hl=en.

Fig. 7. The MIT Glassware, photo editing (credit: Marco Mason). Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

was implemented with a Quick Reading scanning function. Finally, the “Start a Tour” section presented177
a short tour, which used floor plan maps to indicate the positions of the three robots in the gallery. An178
audio voice guided the visitor to move from one robot to another, inviting them to discover where the179
next robot was located. The users used the standard Google Glass gestures – “Tap”, “Swipe forward180
and back”, and “Back” – to move within the interface (Figures 6(a), (b), (c)).181

The MIT Museum Glassware was designed and developed using principles provided by the “Google182
Developers” website [Google 2015b], which offers “best practice” advice about design principles, user183
interfaces, navigation patterns, and design style; beyond that, it provides information for developers.184
As we saw above, the first card9 that appeared to the participants when they opened the MIT Museum185
Glassware, consisted of the home page (Figure 5) on which they could choose among four sections by186
“Swiping forward and back” (Figure 6(b)) and “Tapping” the touchpad (Figure 6(a)). For example, if the187
visitors selected the “On Display” section another “layer” of information would be opened (Figure 7).188
At this point, the visitors could select, by “Swiping forward and back”, from Kismet robot, Tuna robot,189
and Cog robot. If the visitor decided to receive more information about, for instance, Kismet, then they190

9In a Glassware, each page is called “card.”
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Table I. Participants

Participants Gender Age Education Tech-savvy

P1 Female 30-39 Postgraduate Medium
P2 Female 20-29 Undergraduate Low/Medium
P3 Male 20-29 Postgraduate Medium
P4 Female 20-29 Undergraduate Medium
P5 Male 20-29 Postgraduate Medium
P6 Male 20-29 Postgraduate High
P7 Female 20-29 Undergraduate Medium
P8 Male 20-29 Undergraduate Medium
P9 Female 20-29 Undergraduate Medium
P10 Male 40-49 PhD High
P11 Female 40-49 PhD Medium/High
P12 Male 30-39 PhD High

Profile “Medium”, Approximate characteristics: Average skills in the use of op-
erative systems and software; Sometimes, advanced skill in specific software
(e.g., CAD or photo editing); Basic/general knowledge of hardware components;
Ability in the mobile apps; General interest in cutting-edge technology (e.g.,
reading news from magazines); no skill in software coding. Profile “high”, ap-
proximate characteristics: Advanced skills in the use operative systems and
software; Advanced knowledge of hardware components; Ability in using mo-
bile apps and cutting-edge technology; High interest in cutting-edge technology;
Medium/advanced skills in software coding

had just to “Tap” on the Kismet robot card. At this point, a deeper level of information was displayed. 191
Now, by applying the same interactions, the visitors could “Swipe forward and back” to explore specific 192
content, which was presented in form of video(s), text(s), or still image(s). Finally, they could “Swipe 193
down” (Figure 6(c)) to move back to the previous level or even to the Home Page, as this gesture acted 194
as a back button. 195

3.2 Participants 196

For this study, I recruited twelve participants (Table I). They were all residents in the Great Boston 197
Area, Massachusetts. The participants were MA students (5), doctoral candidates (3), and researchers 198
(2) at the institutions present in the area. Two of them were professionals working, respectively, for a 199
software company and design firm. None of them were involved in digital media for cultural heritage. 200
They were originally from different countries in America, Europe, and Asia. Their ages were between 201
20 and 49 years old. This audience is representative of a significant portion of people studying and 202
working in Boston and Cambridge (where MIT and Harvard are located). Thus, they also reflect a seg- 203
ment of the MIT Museum audience. The participants were quite accustomed in using digital gadgets 204
and, in three cases, they would also provide educated insights into design issues (as their backgrounds 205
were in electronic engineering and design). 206

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis 207

Each exploration with the visitors lasted between 30 and 40 minutes, and was followed by another 208
40 minutes of interview.10 Since none of the participants had used Google Glass before, it was necessary 209
to train each participant in getting used to the Google Glass gestures and navigation. This introduction 210

10Many of the respondents were not native English speakers, and that, whilst it has no bearing on my project here, is worth
noting when reading the extracts of the interviews.
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Fig. 8. The smartphone on the left recorded the visitor using the Glassware. That on the right, showed, in real time, the
interface the visitor saw in the Glassware functional prototype. Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

lasted between five and ten minutes. The training never asked the participants to use the MIT Museum211
Glassware. Instead, I showed them an interface map (similar to those in Figure 5) to give them an idea212
of the information system. This was to limit any influence on the visitor experience.213

I did not assign participants any strict task in order to leave them sufficient freedom to use the214
Glassware as they preferred. However, I asked them to follow some instructions: (1) To start with the215
“Overview” section; (2) To start and conclude the sections they selected before moving to another one,216
avoiding jumping around the Glassware interface haphazardly (for example, because they were only217
curious to try the Google Glass technical features). I did not impose any time limit.218

I observed visitors using the MIT Museum Glassware prototype in the gallery. I was also able to219
see what was displayed in the Google Glass thanks to a mobile screen I was carrying with me during220
the observation (Figure 8). In this way, I could observe not only the movements and interactions of221
the visitors within the gallery and with the objects on display, but also the interactions they were222
conducting with the Glassware interface. The observations were videotaped (except in three cases) and223
pictures were taken for both coupling this data with interviews and documenting the experiment. All224
interviews were conducted at the MIT Museum after each exploration. Most of the time the interviews225
took place in the Robotics Gallery in order to be “in the field” after the conclusion of the experiment226
itself. The interview sessions were audio recorded and transcribed. When this was not possible (e.g.,227
because the participant did not give consent or for a technical problem) extensive notes were taken.228

The interviews were based on a qualitative research protocol that allowed participants to describe229
which things were meaningful and significant for them [Kvale 2008]. I adopted an in-depth inter-230
view approach. In particular, I choose an “Interview Guide” format [Patton 1990], which was based231
on a common outline of issues related to the visit experience facilitated by the MIT Museum Glass-232
ware prototype. I used a qualitative interview structure [Rubin et al. 2005; Turner III 2010] as it pro-Q6233
vides a method for collecting rich information about how the participants experience the visit with the234
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Glassware prototype. The exploratory character of my study and the relatively little previous research 235
on Google Glass made it difficult to test specific tasks and interactions. Therefore, because the aim of 236
the study was highly exploratory, I chose an interview approach that did not use a fixed questionnaire, 237
in which all participants were asked the exact same set of questions. Thus, the interview structure 238
was very flexible and not restricted to predetermined questions, making it possible to adapt the way 239
I posed questions according to participants’ responses. I consider this approach most appropriate for 240
an early stage exploration because it allowed interviewees to respond according what their thoughts 241
were and not to specific and detailed questions, providing the broadest set of perspectives. In order 242
to give the participants some general directions and, at the same time, to stimulate the conversation 243
on their individual experience, I structured the interview around the four main areas related to the 244
four sections of the Glassware that help me to establish the main topics of the discussion. I asked 245
about their experience (“Can you tell me about your experience with the introductory video?”). Then, 246
follow-up questions were used to stimulate expansion of thoughts (“Can you tell me more about your 247
experience with the introductory video?”; “What do you mean by the expression ‘more personal’ ”?, etc.) 248

The information, experience, and viewpoints gathered from participants were then analyzed and 249
interpreted. I used a piece of Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software11 (CAQDAS) 250
named NVivo [Bazeley and Jackson 2013], which supported the work of managing and analyzing theQ7 251
data. I started the analysis using an “open coding” approach that consisted of reading through the 252
transcriptions and interview notes in order to break down data into significant segments, which I then 253
labeled. The labels consisted of a few words that briefly described the essential property of the segment. 254
During this process of labeling, patterns of similar properties started emerging. At the same time, I 255
constantly wrote memos each time significant reflections emerged from the analysis. The memo process 256
helped in the abstracting themes from the data [Birks et al. 2008]. Through constant reflection and 257
comparison, and refinement of these patterns, six themes were identified. The six emerging themes 258
are presented and discussed in this article and extracts from the interviews illustrate each theme: 259
(1) Looking at the object on display; (2) Digital content for smart glass applications; (3) Constant 260
availability of information according to head orientation and location; (4) Direct access to the content; 261
(5) Navigation throughout the gallery; and (6) Sharing the subjective point-of-view experiences. 262

4. FINDINGS 263

4.1 Looking at the Object on Display 264

The Google Glass is an optical see-through head-mounted display,12 which allows the visitor to see 265
through it, favoring visual contact with the object on display while receiving information through 266
the device [Muensterer et al. 2014]. The participants appreciated this capacity. For example, I asked 267
questions about the short videos displayed on the MIT Museum Glassware that presented the facial 268
expressions of the Kismet robot (Figure 9). These 4- to 5-second videos showed how the robot reacted 269
to the voice of a person “speaking” with it in order to engage people in natural and expressive face- 270
to-face interaction.13 The same content was also made available on the monitor alongside the display 271
where the Kismet robot was located. In the following extracts, participants compared the two ways in 272
which the content was provided (the Glassware and the monitor). They confirmed the strength of the 273
smart glass experience, expressing preference for watching them with the Google Glasses instead of 274
the monitor. Aspects that were enjoyed by the visitors included: 275

11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software.
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical head-mounted display.
13http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/humanoid-robotics-group/kismet/kismet.html.
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Fig. 9. Kismet robot facial expressions. Credit: C. Breazeal. 1999. Robot in society: friend or appliance. In Proceedings of the
1999 Autonomous Agents Workshop on Emotion-Based Agent Architectures (Figure 7).

P1: “Information is right in between your eye and the object on display. You do not have to switch your276
attention to watch the video on the mobile.”277

P4: “The contact with the Kismet robot is more direct. I would say more personal.”278

It is interesting to note the preference expressed by the participants for the experience offered279
through the Google Glass, as emerged from the following quote:280

P6: “With the Glass it is possible to watch the video and at the same time see what is in front of me.281
I can constantly compare these two pieces of information. It gives me more real experience because it is282
much easier for me to see the video and the object in front of me. I don’t have the necessity to look at283
other screens.”284

One of the underlying aspects that characterizes smart glasses (and differentiates them from a285
smart phone) to consider when designing for smart glasses in museum contexts is the “balancing act”286
that visitors have to make for assessing the attraction of a particular stimulation and switching their287
attention to the stimuli they consider more attractive [Woodruff et al. 2001].288

4.2 Digital Content for Smart Glass Applications289

Another aspect that emerged from the experiment is related to the type of content provided through290
the MIT Museum Glassware. In the MIT Glassware prototype, we used different types of media – text,291
audio, static images, and videos – according to the interpretative information we wanted to transmit.292

From the qualitative interviews, it emerged that all participants found the content clear and useful293
as complementary information to better understand the objects on display. For example, a visitor found294
the video meaningful as it offered her the possibility to better understand the object in movement295
(e.g., Kismet facial expressions). Even if this study did not specifically aim to evaluate the glassware’s296
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Fig. 10. The picture shows the text displayed on the Google Glass while a participant was looking at Cog robot. The description
was divided in two cards as it was “too long” for one screen only (the participant used the “Swipe” gesture to move from screen
to screen – see Figure 6). Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

usability, two issues surfaced: the difficulty to read (long) texts and the excessive length of some videos. 297
The text we used to describe some robots was around 70 words in length (Figure 10). The participants 298
did not express particular enthusiasm for this form of content because it was too long and not always 299
easy to read. Instead, they appreciated it when similar form of written/textual were presented in audio 300
thanks to a text-to-audio translation function the Glassware for Google Glass offers, which allows the 301
device to read the text displayed in the optical and then convey it to the visitor in the form of an audio 302
track. 303

Concerning video, we noted that the content provided by Google Glass should not be as long as that 304
usually created for a mobile app. In the MIT Museum Glassware, we used a 1-minute-and-10-second 305
video to describe the robot Tuna. Even if the visitors reported that the duration was acceptable, I 306
observed that most of them began looking at other things and stopped watching the video after 10 to 307
20 seconds, starting to look at the robot on display, and losing the focus on the video. When I asked 308
more specific questions regarding this point, some visitors reported that they stopped watching the 309
video and just listened to the audio commentary while looking at the object on display: 310

P7: “[. . .] With the Google Glass you cannot stay focused for long time, since after a few seconds you 311
are distracted. [Instead] with a traditional [interpretative] label you are totally immersed and do not 312
have any distraction.” 313

This exploration suggests a multi-content experience and, at the same time, it warns of the risk of 314
using media such as text and (long) videos because they are not necessarily the most effective when 315
conveyed by very small screens in optical see-through head-mounted displays. For example, we used a 316
combination of static images and videos to show how the Cog robot approximates the sensory and motor 317
dynamics of a human body. According to the MIT researchers14 who worked on the Cog project “the 318
head, torso, and arms of the Cog robot together contain twenty-two degrees of freedom. They allowed 319

14http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/humanoid-robotics-group/cog/overview.html.
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Cog to accomplish very complex actions such as ‘playing’ with a spring.” The “degrees of freedom” were320
particularly intriguing for the visitors. However, from the interviews, it emerged that still images are321
just one possible, probably limited, way to convey this kind of content. According to many participants,322
a smart glass should offer the possibility of more advanced media. During several interviews, visitors323
expressed the desire to see a different kind of overlaid information (rather than a simple image or a324
video) to understand the Cog robot’s degrees of movement:325

P10: “Actually, devices like the Google Glass could work better than just displays of kind of static con-326
tent. My guess is that the Glass could be useful for more dynamic kinds of information and interactions327
– and I’m not only thinking of images or videos – between people and objects.”328

P8: “It would be awesome to use “explosion” of the elements to see how each part [of the robot] works.329
Or, for example, some physics of the forces implied in the movement of the arms of the Cog robot. Besides,330
for example, it would be great if I could kind of “choose” one part of the robot, the arm for example, and331
get “physics” information about that part. For example, how it moves, which directions have the forces332
implied. Something like that.”333

These extracts suggest the adoption of more dynamic and interactive ways of presenting information.334
Possible scenarios include the adoption of animations or a sequence of dynamic images that allows335
visitors to explore the objects on display through an overlapping of images and diagrams on the object336
she is looking at.337

4.3 Constant Availability of Information According to Head Orientation and Location338

The visit started with an introduction (“Overview” section of the MIT Museum Glassware) that pre-339
sented the Robotic Gallery to the participants. In this introductory video, the curator describes the four340
sections in which the Robotics Gallery is organized: Socializing, Moving, Sensing, and Learning.15 The341
participants expressed the benefit of having introductory content provided through a portable device.342
In the following interview extract, a visitor confirmed the advantage, also for the introductory content,343
of receiving information provided through an optical see-through head-mounted display:344

P2: “The introduction is similar to an introductory label at the entrance of the gallery. But I prefer the345
Google Glass because you can walk around and enjoy the introduction. The introductory video shows346
some parts [the four by which the gallery is articulated]. I walked around the gallery to see each part.”347

Interviewer: “But you could have this kind of information also on a normal mobile phone, without348
the necessity of buying an expensive smart glass.”349

P2: “Yes, but what is better with the Google Glass [compared to a smartphone] is that you can walk350
without looking at the iPhone display. Information is easily available just right on your eye.”351

However, five visitors reported some difficulties in following what the curator was describing in the352
video and looking around the gallery at the same time. The problem was not due to a lack of content353
or poor-quality narration (on a smartphone, the same video works pretty well, providing a helpful354
overview of the gallery and a meaningful experience for the visitors), but to a mismatch of information,355
which turned out to be confusing for the visitor. Therefore, I triangulated the interview data with the356
videos recorded during the observations noting that often happened that the visitors were looking at357
a specific section of the physical gallery (e.g., Sensing) and, at that moment, the video was showing358
another section (e.g., Socializing), provoking a mismatch of information between what the visitor saw359

15The author is grateful to Dr. Deborah Douglas (MIT Museum curator) and Kurt Hasselbalch (MIT Museum Hart Nautical
Collections) for the digital content they provided.
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Fig. 11. A participant in the experiment is using the QR Code function implemented in the MIT Museum Glassware prototype.
Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

in the physical space and what the smart glass displayed. In this case, the lack of functionality that 360
could allow the content to change according to what the visitor is looking has decreased the quality of 361
the visitor experience. 362

4.4 Direct Access to the Content 363

The Glassware was implemented with a function that allowed visitors to directly receive information 364
about the object once they got close to it, instead of browsing through the Glassware interface to find 365
the content related to that particular object on display. The Quick Response (QR) function implemented 366
in the MIT Museum Glassware was particularly appreciated, since it allowed visitors to quickly receive 367
information related to the object on display they were interested in at that moment. We placed QR 368
codes alongside the robot displays (Figure 11). When the visitor was walking around the gallery, and a 369
particular robot caught their attention, they got close the display and scanned the code by tapping the 370
Google Glass when looking in the direction of the QR code. Information immediately appeared on the 371
Google Glass display (Figures 12(a) and 12(b)). 372

P9: “I do not read or look at info before starting the visit. I just walk and stop whenever I am interested 373
in something. For example, with the QR code, if you are interested in a particular robot, you get close to 374
the object and scan the [QR] code to know more, otherwise you can keep going.” 375

Although it was the first time the participants used QR code with the Google Glass, they reported a 376
positive experience, because of the ease of obtaining information: 377

P1: “The [Tuna] robot got my curiosity; I got close to the case [where the robot is displayed]; I just 378
looked at the [QR] code and tapped the Glass: tac! [Voila!] I immediately got the information without 379
having the necessity of moving around the Glass interface to find it.” 380
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Fig. 12. The picture shows a participant using the QR code function. Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

The main advantage of using QR codes with the Google Glass is that of reducing the effort and time381
required to get the information. The visitor does not need to open (and maybe previously download)382
the QR scan app, handle the mobile device, then point it toward the QR code, and finally scan it.383
Everything is essentially reduced to a “tap” (click) on the Google Glass to open the “QR core” function384
that scans the QR code located on the exhibit.385

4.5 Navigation throughout the Gallery386

The experiment confirmed that navigation is a critical design issue for a meaningful visitor experience,387
not only with mobile devices but also with smart glasses. The MIT Museum Glassware experiment did388
not use any indoor navigation system for this experiment since, even if there are more and more389
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Fig. 13. The map used to indicate the position of the robots in the gallery. Credit: The author is grateful to the MIT Museum.

researchers working to find an effective solution to this issue [Kim and Jun 2008; Fallah et al. 2013; 390
Kasprzak et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2015; Bettadapura et al. 2015], the technology com- 391
mercially available is still lacking; and it was not the aim of the experiment to create new technology. 392

Therefore, for the MIT Museum Glassware prototype, we created a short tour using a floor plan map. 393
On the map, we located the position of the robots in the gallery (Figure 14). Then, an audio recording 394
guided the visitor to move from one robot to another,16 inviting them to discover where the next robot 395
was located. The aim of this short tour was to stimulate conversation during the open interviews in 396
order to foster visitor reflection. The interviews raised two main interrelated issues concerning Google 397
Glass navigation systems. First, it was discovered that it is crucial to provide the Glassware with 398
a pinpoint accuracy function, in order to better locate the visitor’s position within the gallery. For 399
example, with a traditional floor map displayed on a mobile phone, the users can recognize the place 400
that surrounds them without any huge difficulty – and therefore easily recognize their position within 401
that space – by turning the map (and the display) around to the orientation that better corresponds 402
with the physical environment. In other words, it is easy to benchmark physical space against the map 403
on the display. However, it is more difficult to achieve the same result with the Google Glass. Because 404
our map did not rotate automatically according to the direction the visitor was looking and, moreover, 405
did not intuitively note obvious landmarks, allowing the visitor to move in the right direction, usability 406
suffered. This suggests that the visualization of a static floor plan map in an optical see-through head- 407
mounted display seems not to offer the best visitor experience. The second issue is a consequence of 408
the former. From the open-structure interviews emerged a widespread desire to have at their disposal 409
some kind of navigation system involving dynamic signals – which could eventually appear on the map 410
– jointly with a guiding voice. According to what visitors described, this system – constituted of signal 411

16The instructional text to reach the first robot of the tour: “Hello! I am Kismet and I am a robot with a really pretty face! I have
shiny blue eyes and beautiful red lips! Find me in the gallery! Once you find me and you are right in front of me, please, tap the
Glass to get more information!”
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Fig. 14. A participant is observing the Kismet robot during a MIT Museum Glassware experiment session. Credit: The author
is grateful to the MIT Museum.

and voice – should work as a personal navigation system conducting them throughout the gallery to412
the objects on display.413

4.6 Sharing the Subjective Point of View Experiences414

For the MIT Museum Glassware prototype, we did not implement any sharing features. However, I415
raise this issue in this article because I think it significant. In fact, from the first open interview, the416
question of sharing content or experiences through social networks was a topic of discussion. For this417
reason, starting from the second participant, at the end of the interview, I asked questions related418
to why they thought a smart-glass-enhanced experience should offer (new) engaging ways of sharing419
information outside the museum walls, and if they might envision possible scenarios. Participants420
expressed the desire to share information with friends or parents, especially the participants who had421
friends and parents outside of the USA. The following extract seems particularly meaningful:422

P3: “What a smart glass could do different from my smartphone? For me? Well, it could be the possi-423
bility to share the entire video I have just watched. Or, even better, something I have recorded. I mean,424
take that moment! I can take it quicker because the [smart] Glass is handy and you wear it. [. . .] It is425
because of the different angle. It is 100% my experience, right in that moment.”426

With this issue in my mind, I then started observing the behaviors of the participants considering427
how the Google Glass might foster new ways of using social networks. In several evaluation sessions,428
I noted that participants often assumed particular postures to see the robots from a particular point429
of view (“It is because of the different angle”), for example, the underlying mechanism of the Kismet’s430
mandible system or the arm joint system in Cog robot, which seemed to be characteristics that at-431
tracted the curiosity of the participants. Figure 15 well illustrates this kind of visitor behavior. It432
appeared a clear wish of participants to share that kind of experience (“it is 100% my experience,433
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right in that moment”) with others through social networks (“it could be the possibility to share [. . .] 434
something I have recorded”). 435

It seems that one of the novelties that wearable glass brings is the “subjective point of view.” This is 436
evident if we think of the current and most widespread use of the Google Glass, and wearable smart 437
glasses in general – that it is mainly used to shoot, share, and broadcast a huge amount of pictures 438
and videos all from a recognizable personal perspective. This has become a distinguishing feature of 439
the Google Glass that museums can offer to their visitors. 440

5. DISCUSSION 441

From my study, it shows that a smart glass facilitates visual contact with the object on display while 442
visitors receive information from the optical display, as they literally wear the device. The use of a 443
Google Glass to access information facilitated the participant’s “balancing act” by offering a more im- 444
mersive experience as they did not have to look away from the robots on display or “look back and 445
forth” between the object and monitors aside the exhibit or handled by the visitors [Novak et al. 2012]. 446

Previous research conducted in museum settings [Hall et al. 2001; Sparacino 2002; Novak et al. 447
2012] describes the different advantages of providing information through optical see-through head- 448
mounted displays, instead of via a smartphone. For example, according to Sparacino [2002] “one of the 449
main drawbacks of [mobile] devices is that the visitor is obliged to toggle his/her attention between 450
the objects on display and the handheld’s screen, alternately looking frontally towards the objects 451
and then down to the screen.” According to Woodruff et al. [2001], visitors perform a “balancing act” 452
anytime they have to assess the attraction of a particular stimulation and switch their attention to 453
the stimuli they consider more attractive. Depending on what they consider more attractive, visitors 454
respond differently to the changing stimuli coming from different entities: this contributes to create a 455
fulfilling experience. In other words, the cognitive act of looking through an optical see-through head- 456
mounted display offers a more immersive experience (compared to mobile devices) since visitors can 457
stay more aware of their context when receiving information [Kiyokawa 2008; Klopfer 2008]. 458

The participants reported some difficulties reading the text on the Google Glass display. The length 459
of the text (around 70 words) would have not been “long” if read on a smartphone display. One reason 460
could be related to the user’s attention focus, which is shorter in very small displays. There is also a 461
need to consider that participants, who had never tried the Google Glass before, were not familiar with 462
this “new” way of displaying content; and the “feeling of familiarity” is an aspect which needs to be 463
considered when investigating the display of information [Cameron et al. 2015]. Even if it was not the 464
aim of this exploration to evaluate reading tasks (and further specific usability studies are required), it 465
emerged pretty clearly that it is important to create forms of digital content that fulfill the particular 466
form factor of the optical see-through head-mounted displays, while satisfying the interpretative goals. 467
The next generation of smart glasses applications for museums should adopt specific strategies to tailor 468
their content for this particular type of interpretive device. Beyond tailoring existing types of content 469
successfully used on mobile apps in museum settings such as video, images, and audio [Mason 2012], 470
the smart glasses should consider implementing innovative and dynamic forms of content. 471

Augmented Reality (AR) research shows promising advancement in the field of digital heritage for 472
innovative wearable interpretative strategies to enhance visitor experience [Damala 2013]. A new 473
vein of research on AR applied with smart glasses can rely on a formed body of knowledge on AR 474
for mobile devices that has been implemented over more than 10 years of research [Damala 2013]. 475
For example, ARtSENSE was a interesting research project that studied AR see-through glasses in 476
a museum context by creating a prototype that combined visual, audio, and physiological sensors to 477
create a personalized experience where visitors could receive tailored content [Damala et al. 2012]. 478
The project introduced the concept of Adaptive Augmented Reality (A2R) to “augment” the museum 479
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visit in highly personalized way [Damala 2013]. According to the project summary17 presented in the480
European Commission CORDIS FP7:481

“ARtSENSE aims to develop active assistants which look over the user’s shoulder (physical world)482
and react on any change in a visitor’s state of interests (user’s world) by adapting the “guide” (digital483
world) accordingly. [. . .] ARtSENSE will revolutionize the way how adaptive assistance will be484
realized: using cutting-edge technology (low-weight bidirectional see-through displays) that enables485
overlaying reality with digital information transparently, including gaze- and gesture-controlled486
interaction, so that visitors have the feeling that physical objects are directly responding to them487
[. . .]” [ARtSENSE 2012]488

This promising scenario envisions how smart-glass devices could implement gesture controls by in-489
tegrating gesture recognition functionality into Glassware for the Google Glass, such as the one that490
a pioneer company18 in the field is developing (for now in beta), which allows the device to “recog-491
nize” the gesture of your hand in order to provide commands to the Glass, instead of “tapping” or492
“talking with” the device. This possibility could open interesting opportunities for interactive learning493
and visitor engagement in museums. For instance, content provided through head-mounted displays494
could become interactive and “manipulable” and visitors wearing the smart glasses might dynamically495
interact with information overlaid on the object on display. For example, the different components con-496
stituting Cog robots could become, through the content provided in AR, interactive and “manipulable”,497
and visitors wearing the smart glasses might dynamically interact with information overlaid on the498
object on display: for instance the visitor might select one component (e.g., a 3D model of the robotic499
arm) and explore its characteristics in more detail by zooming or rotating the model19. This futuristic500
scenario is an object of research also in industry such as, for example, functional prototypes that use501
AR and smart glasses to map virtual objects into the physical world, controlled by the users’ hands502
[CNet 2013; META 2015].503

We have seen above the advantage of wearing Google Glass to facilitate the visitor’s “balancing act”:504
the participant can look frontally towards the robot on display without the need to switch their gaze to505
the smartphone in their hand. What could be an asset may be, in particular circumstances, a detriment506
if the content is not properly delivered considering the position of the device display right in front of507
the users’ eyes, as happened in the case of the Robotic Gallery introductory video, where participants508
experienced a mismatch of information.509

The wearable glass technology does not only support innovative ways of conveying content but also510
implements increasingly sophisticated visual and head orientation sensors that allow the determi-511
nation of the direction of interest of the visitor [Damala and Stojanovic 2012; Kiyokawa 2012], thus512
offering a more immersive and personalized experience by providing information according to visi-513
tor head orientation and location. Such possibilities could have enhanced the participants’ experience514
when watching the introductory description of the Robotic Gallery, avoiding the mismatch of informa-515
tion thanks to a more direct correspondence of the content with what the visitor was looking at that516
moment in a specific position in the gallery.517

17http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/97475 en.html (ARtSENSE was indeed a promising project which was cancelled).
18The pioneer company is a Portland, Oregon startup called On the Go Platforms. Read more: http://www.digitaltrends.
com/features/google-glass-meets-kinect-ari-gesture-recognition-app-smartglasses/#ixzz3OiGAh2y7; http://www.engadget.com/
2014/01/08/onthego-platforms-google-glass-gesture-recognition-controls/.
19I suggest watching this video that envisages possible future ways of interacting with digital content in AR within the physical
world: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7I7JuQXttw.
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Defining the notion of context and its constituent dimensions (system, infrastructure, domain and 518
physical context), Raptis et al. [2005] underline the important of infrastructure, and domain and 519
physical context respectively for convening timely information and design interactions between vis- 520
itor and the system in the best way while considering the relation of the system with the physical 521
environment. This will lead to the development of smart glass apps that will take full advantage of 522
technological capacity of identifying the position and the direction of sight, promoting new forms of 523
interaction. For example, in the “egocentric interaction” model described by Pederson et al. [2010] a 524
new framing of interaction is emerging, where the “human body and mind of a specific human individ- 525
ual that (literally) acts as center of reference to which all modelling is anchored in this paradigm.” A 526
significant aspect of this model is the promotion of a kind of interaction that considers first-person’s 527
head orientation information (e.g., what the user is looking at) as one of the central factors to exploit 528
when designing for wearable glass information systems [Battadapura et al. 2015]. 529

Smart glass apps could offer visitors a more immersive experience that changes dynamically accord- 530
ing to the visitor’s point of view and interest; in other words, according to what attracts the visitor dur- 531
ing their gallery visit. These scenarios provide an experience based on adaptive information that can 532
facilitate the visitors’ access to the content, resulting in a more personal and meaningful experience. 533

The Quick Response (QR) code used in our exploration with Google Glass resulted an interesting 534
way to facilitate and quicken the visitor’s access to the content. The use of this functionality was not 535
only convenient to facilitate the interactions (less actions to reach the content) but also because it al- 536
lowed visitors’ access to the information only when they were in proximity of the exhibit (when closed 537
enough to scan the printed code). This implied the visitors’ intention to receive information associated 538
to the robot on display that got their attention. According to Osawa et al. [2007], who conducted several 539
experiments with students using QR codes and mobile systems, the possibility of hiding information 540
until it is needed facilitates the user’s learning by reducing the cognitive load of learner’s focus, thus 541
reducing the demands on learners’ working memory [Paas et al. 2003] and increasing their attention 542
[Biocca et al. 2007]. QR codes are just one amongst many different technical possibilities to facilitate 543
visitor interaction with the content associated with an object on display. Most likely, a new generation 544
of proximity location technology called iBeacon20 will be largely adopted in museums, enhancing the 545
possibilities currently offered by the QR technology [He et al. 2015]. Generally speaking, this kind of 546
technology consists of a Bluetooth sensor that can interact with your device, by delivering different 547
levels of information according to the distance of your device from the sensor [Newman 2014]. The 548
iBeacon technology makes it possible to deliver different information to the smart glass display ac- 549
cording to the place visitors are in. When a visitor approaches a particular artifact – in correspondence 550
of which is placed the iBeacon transmitter – the sensor detects the location and sends relevant digital 551
content to the device visitors are wearing. Everything happens automatically without the need to trig- 552
ger any command, just by the proximity of the visitor. In other words, the system pushes information to 553
the visitor. This might open interesting opportunities in terms of design of personal visitor experience. 554
For example, Raptis et al. [2005] stress how aspects related to personalization and context should be 555
carefully considered when designing ubiquitous learning information systems for museum contexts, as 556
they influence interaction. 557

The iBeacon is gaining momentum in museums. The positive feedback in terms of visitor expe- 558
rience and learning is confirmed by the growing research in this sector (for now mostly focused on 559
mobile device interpretation), as has emerged from different projects and on-going experiments21 with 560

20http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBeacon.
21The School of Museum Studies at the University of Leicester UK (Dr. Giasemi Vavoula, Principal Investigator; Dr. Maria-Anna
Tseliou, Research Fellow) is the academic partner of a project to develop iBeacons-based app to improve heritage interpretation
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mobile devices [Browne 2014; Fiolet 2014]. For example, one of the most applauded was conducted at561
the Amgueddfa Cymru National Museum Wales, which has recently been the first national museum562
in the world to trial Apple iBeacon in conjunction with mobile apps22. The undergoing pilot project563
is taking place at the National Slate Museum in Llanberis, and aims to enhance the visitor experi-564
ence by providing contextual information, enabling visitors to better discover and interact with the565
collection. During the first stage of the pilot project, the visitors received the digital content curated by566
the museum through their mobile devices while walking around the museum. The 25 iBeacons placed567
around the museum worked as a communication tool, which sent a signal (i.e., digital content) when568
visitors approached an object on display. The museum is now investigating specific experiences – such569
as learning, interpretation, and the use of bilingual and multilingual materials – favored by this dig-570
ital system. There are several clues that suggest the possible large adoption of proximity systems in571
museum settings, including wearable technology such as smart glass. For example, last year the de572
Young Museum in San Francisco developed a project that adopts an interpretative strategy, offering573
the visitor a contextual information experience based on the integration of Google Glass and iBeacon.23574

The study raises issues related to indoor navigation that, for example, can offer visitors the possi-575
bility to preselect and follow a guided tour. According to Filippini-Fantoni et al. [2011], indoor way576
finding with ubiquitous technologies such as smartphones has been (and still it is) a problematic issue577
for museums, which are still struggling to create compelling solutions on mobile platforms mainly due578
to the fact that “location aware technologies have proven to be expensive and problematic to install579
and maintain [. . .].” Recent technological enhancement and new sensors such as iBeacon [Martin et al.580
2014] are offering museums promising tools to develop effective solutions to this never completely re-581
solved problem. How will the specific form factor and particular position of the display influence smart582
glass way finding interaction paradigms? The first feedback from the participants of the experiment583
presented in this article and the scenarios that envision the future adoption of smart glasses24 sug-584
gest interaction models that should superimpose navigational (visual and audio) clues and pathways585
supported by live positioning technology and navigation AR interfaces. In the Robotic Gallery, the par-586
ticipants would have benefited from an AR interface that provided visual directions to supplement the587
audio instructions. For example, AR could have been used to offer visitors a visual system constituted588
of turn-by-turn directions that dynamically indicated the direction on the map could have facilitated589
visitor exploration and movement to the next robot in the tour.590

There are academic research projects conducted in different fields outside of the cultural heritage591
domain from which the next generation of navigation system for smart glasses might draw from Kim592
and Jun [2008], Fallah et al. [2013], Kasprzak et al. [2013], Xu et al. [2014], Yang et al. [2015], and593
Bettadapura et al. [2015]. For example, there are research projects on navigation systems, such Head-594
lock and Navatar,25 that aim to investigate how Google Glass could assist blinds providing audio feed-595
back to guide the user toward a landmark [Fiannaca et al. 2014]. In a professional research project,596

for the Leicester Castel (supported by NESTA, Art & Humanities Research Council and public funding by the National Lottery
through Art Council of England). Other project partners: Locly (technology partner), Leicester City Council, Arts & Muse-
ums Service (arts partner), and Metro-Boulot-Dodo (content developer). On the press: http://advisor.museumsandheritage.com/
features/leicester-castle-using-ibeacons-to-light-the-way-to-a-brighter-museum-experience; http://blog.locly.com/?p=1701.
22https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ii Na3AewKc&feature=youtu.be; http://www.museumwales.ac.uk/news/?article id=840.
23“GuidiGO new storytelling platform enhances Keith Haring exhibition at the de Young Museum through Google Glass”:
http://blog.guidigo.com/blog/guidigo-new-storytelling-platform-enhances-keith-haring-exhibition-at-the-de-young-museum-
through-google-glass/.
24Examples of concepts that envision interaction models that should superimpose navigational (visual and audio)
clues: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7YGD1If9z4; http://spreo.co/technology/google-glass-indoor-navigation-contextual-
experiences; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8ofTlynWPo.
25Navatar is an Indoor Navigation System for Blind Users using Google Glass https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q07oHm3zh04.
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a company completed beta testing of indoor navigation with the Google Glass, adopting Bluetooth 597
Beacon-based Indoor Navigation.26 The navigation system can instruct the visitor to navigate to where 598
they need to go with turn-by-turn directions and a voice guide. In the future, these types of indoor nav- 599
igation systems mounted on smart glasses might offer museum practitioners a further interpretative 600
tool to engage visitors through location-based and indoor navigation content experience. 601

Finally, from the interviews emerged the desire of the participants to take pictures or record videos 602
from a “subjective point of view” and then share them with others through social networks. The cor- 603
respondence of the camera and eye points of view, the liberation of the hands from the interaction 604
with the device, and the camera being always ready to shoot (even with a quick wink), allow the vis- 605
itor to capture their own perspective, and share it. In their seminal work about visitor experience in 606
museum settings, Falk and Dierking [2012] describe the importance of the “Social Dimension of Learn- 607
ing,” underlining the value of designing for experiences that permits sharing socially and physically. 608
The social dimension of visitor experience within museums has been largely considered in designing 609
mobile visitor experiences for museums in the last decade [Gammon and Burch 2008; Proctor 2010]. 610
In parallel, there has been a growing interest in the use of social media platforms [Russo et al. 2006; 611
Proctor 2010], and Social networks such as Twitter and Facebook, along with websites, are now being 612
seen as surrogates for a physical museum experience” [NMC Horizon Report 2015 Museum Edition]. 613

But this example just scratches the surface of wearable-glass social-media possibilities in the future. 614
For now, wearable head-mounted displays are primarily a visual medium and, for this reason, text- 615
focused social media does not complement such technology, as reading or writing long posts is still 616
arduous in terms of interaction (also considering that museums are not the ideal place to use voice 617
input feature). First of all, the form factor changes the way users receive messages because the optical 618
see-through head-mounted display is smaller and it displays information in a different position than a 619
typical smart phone; as a consequence, the reduced size limits the amount of information the user can 620
comfortably read [Kiyokawa 2008]. Second, the interaction constraints, due to still-limited methods 621
of input, might bring (at least initially) the design of micro-interactions such as “likes” rather than 622
relatively long texts. With a limited screen space and different interaction on glass devices, new social 623
media might emerge that will adapt to new needs as wearable technology will probably modify social 624
media platforms as we know them: referencing McLuhan [1994], as the medium changes, the message 625
must change as well. 626

6. FURTHER RESEARCH 627

In this article, I adopted a qualitative approach with the aim of bringing reflections to inform the de- 628
sign of smart-glass-enhanced visitor experience. I discussed the findings by comparing and enriching 629
the six main themes that have emerged from the study with extant literature on ubiquitous interpreta- 630
tive systems for cultural heritage. This critical review of the literature can offer museum practitioners, 631
designers, and developers useful design insights and references that might contribute implementing 632
innovative smart-glass-enhanced visitor experience. Further research focused on developing, imple- 633
menting, and testing specific functionalities would form an important advancement to my study. It 634
would also be of interest to further investigate other aspects of smart-glass-enhanced visitor experi- 635
ence through similar qualitative approaches to that adopted in this study. As discussed in this article, 636
the adaptive content is an aspect of the personalization of cultural heritage information that will char- 637
acterize the future generation of wearable technology in museums. As the starting point of a possible 638
future strand of research, I would suggest considering the research conducted by Ardissono et al. 639
[2012] on the use of personalized technology to connect cultural heritage to visitor experience; the 640

26http://spreo.co/industry-venue-locations/hospital-indoor-navigation-positioning.
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recent article on location-based mixed and augmented reality storytelling in which Azuma [2015] sees641
a further advancement in digital technology for cultural heritage by enabling digital systems “to tell642
stories in new and potentially more compelling ways”; and, finally, the innovative concept of “Adaptive643
Augmented Reality” presented by Damala et al. [2012] which promotes an approach aiming to enhance644
the interpretative opportunity offered by AR with visitor-tailored adaptation of the content combining645
visual, audio, and physiological sensors. This requires further research that should not only focus on646
the improvement of the technology per se, but also upon the experiences it delivers to visitors.647

7. CONCLUSION648

Wearable technology in general is gaining momentum. In particular, Google Glass and other smart649
glass devices have recently brought a growing interest towards the adoption of this particular media650
both in everyday life and specific sectors. Following this trend, the museum world is paying great651
attention to the use of smart glasses in museums for enhancing the visitor experience.652

The features such as sensors and connectivity, and a new form factor (small display located in prox-653
imity of the user’s eye) provide a technology to design for new kind of visitor experience that, for654
example, is more immersive, since visitors can stay more aware of their context when receiving infor-655
mation.656

The content has to be tailored considering the new characteristics of this particular type of inter-657
pretive device and designed in accordance with the different interaction modalities this new type of658
wearable devices puts at our disposal. Augmented Reality seems to be one of the most promising ways659
of conveying content through smart glasses and provide visitors with immersive forms of interaction,660
mainly for its capacity to combine the real and the virtual and being interactive in real time within661
the scene. Future scenarios envision visitors manipulating “augmented content” through visitor inputs662
enhanced by gestures that are recognised by gesture-recognition functionalities integrated into smart663
glass devices. It will be crucial to design interactions that support experiences fully integrated with the664
context, for example, by providing context-aware information according to visitors’ visual orientation,665
location in the gallery, and proximity to the object on display.666

Not only the gallery context has to be considered in the design, but also the social domain in which667
social media platforms support visitors in sharing their experience and information, literally from their668
own perspective.669

With the reflections that emerged from the design exploration and related references presented in670
this study, I hope to bring a further contribution to the design of latest generation of smart glass apps,671
providing also insights for further studies and projects.672
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